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“

We are here to bring innovations
through industry-focused technologies
that empower our clients to do
amazing things
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”

Mohammed Kateeb
Group Chairman & CEO of Path Solutions
named Islamic Finance Technology CEO of the Year 2015
by Business Worldwide Magazine
September 1st, 2015 - UK-based leading quarterly
publication Business Worldwide has announced
the much-anticipated winners of their International
Entrepreneur Awards 2015, which recognize the
efforts and accomplishments of inspirational and
influential leaders in business, finance, economics,
and technology.
Mohammed Kateeb, Group Chairman & CEO of Path
Solutions is among the 2015 winners.
Mohammed has over 35 years of entrepreneurial and
industry experience, with an authentic leadership
style, hands on approach, an unrivalled depth of
knowledge and profound passion for serving the IT
industry. He has helped shape the company’s strategic
direction and, under his leadership and guidance,
Path Solutions has achieved tremendous growth and
success by developing truly world-class Sharia-based
software solutions that enable Islamic banks to remain
competitive and stay abreast of customer needs.
When Mohammed took the helm, he identified several
organizational priorities and started a restructuring
plan aimed at building qualified and skilled teams
capable of delivering today’s ground-breaking
integrated software solutions and services to the
Islamic financial marketplace.

Path Solutions’ continued investment in innovation
underscores its long-term promise and sharp focus on
bringing effective Islamic banking software solutions
to banks worldwide. Today, more than 100 Islamic
banks use the company’s core banking system iMAL as
their preferred technology solution in accordance with
the Sharia. iMAL is well calibrated to clients’ needs
in terms of Sharia compliance and transparency, and
provides a very strong base for future growth.
“A vibrant society needs people who want to get
involved. The impact of Mohammed’s work and
accomplishments are indeed remarkable. He has been
instrumental in driving several group transformational
initiatives and cultivating a powerful culture of reward
and recognition. With a laser focus on innovation and
quality, he has rapidly positioned Path Solutions as
the World’s Number One Islamic Banking Software
Provider and the dominant player in its field. Since
then, the company has been widely acclaimed by
international research and analyst firms such as
Gartner, Forrester, TowerGroup, Celent, Aite Group
and IBS Intelligence”, commented James Abbott from
the editorial department of Business Worldwide.

“I am deeply honored to be named ‘Islamic Finance
Technology CEO of the Year’, representing our 500+
team members, who quietly but effectively play a
significant role in shaping the Islamic financial services
sector”, said Mohammed Kateeb. “The opportunity
to lead this organization during such a dynamic and
fast-changing time across the global tech industry is
exciting. We are here to bring innovations through
industry-focused technologies that empower our The Business Worldwide International Entrepreneur
clients to do amazing things”, he concluded.
Awards seek to identify and honour business pioneers
from across the global industry who exemplify the
spirit of entrepreneurship - individuals who, by their
ingenuity and determination, have established and
nurtured innovative, sustainable and high potential
companies, standing as a sterling example for aspiring
entrepreneurs to achieve similar success in their
pursuit for expansion.
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Path Solutions named ‘Best Global Islamic Banking Technology
Provider in 2015’
July 9, 2015 - Path Solutions, the world’s leading Islamic
financial software company, is pleased to announce
that it has been awarded ‘Best Global Islamic Banking
Technology Provider’ at the 2015 Global Banking &
Finance Review Awards.

relationships, and I am pretty confident that it augurs
well for the future”.
Wanda Rich, Chief Editor of Global Banking & Finance
Review said, “We congratulate Path Solutions on
winning this prestigious award. For more than 25 years,
Path has built a great reputation as a leading Islamic
software house; the company has systematically and
passionately invested in human capital and cuttingedge software solutions to deliver on its commitments.
That’s how industry-leading reputations are formed”.

Since its inception in 2011, the Global Banking &
Finance Review Awards reflect the innovation,
achievement, strategy, progressive and inspirational
changes taking place within the global financial
community. The awards were created to recognize
companies which are prominent in particular areas of
expertise and excellence within the financial world.
The Global Banking & Finance Review is a UK-based
online portal for informative, independent news within
Mohammed Kateeb, Path Solutions’ Group Chairman the financial community. This is reflected through a
& CEO said, “We are thrilled at receiving global large range of in-depth contributions to reveal insights
recognition in today’s harsh, hyper-competitive from numerous perspectives for a variety of sectors
landscape. It’s a true source of pride for the entire team. such as Banking, FOREX Trading, Asset Management,
We see this additional accolade as a remarkable vote of Corporate Governance, Islamic Finance, Project
confidence to our business and our continued industry Finance, Mergers and Acquisitions, Technology, Tax
commitment”. Kateeb added, “We are committed to and Accounting and Inward Investment; all under one
creating value for our clients and building long term global umbrella.

“

We are committed to
creating value for our clients
and building long term
relationships

88

”

About Path Solutions
Path Solutions is a leading information technology solutions provider offering a broad, deep spectrum of Shariacompliant integrated solutions and services to clients in the GCC, Middle East, Europe, Africa and South Asia.
Designed to meet the needs of modern Islamic banking, Path Solutions’ turnkey solutions are based on an open,
flexible architecture and an established deployment methodology. They have been tested and implemented at
some of the world’s most sophisticated Islamic banks, Islamic banking windows as well as conventional banks
converting into Islamic banking operations.

Path Solutions is the Executive Partner of IFN Issuers Forum 2015
September 14, 2015 - Path Solutions, the world’s leading provider of Islamic core banking systems successfully
concluded its participation in the second edition of IFN Issuers Forum on September 13th at The Ritz-Carlton
DIFC, Dubai.
The one-day forum attracted the world’s leading
issuers, arrangers and financial intermediaries from
across 30 different countries to address current trends
in Sharia-compliant capital raising, analyze the key
features of global landmark deals and recognize highly
successful transactions in the global Islamic debt
capital markets.
A series of panel discussions, keynotes and high-level
presentations were given by some of the top experts
in the Islamic financial industry.
Being the Executive Partner of the most prestigious
forum on Islamic finance in Dubai, Path Solutions joined
the forum to showcase its next-generation technologies
designed to empower financial institutions to deliver
an unparalleled and personalized banking experience
to their customers, and which can support their unique
needs and goals.
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Delegation from Path Solutions attends GEFF Edinburgh

September 7, 2015 - The first edition of the
Global Ethical Finance Forum (GEFF 2015) held
on 1st & 2nd September at The Balmoral Hotel
in Edinburgh, UK was launched by Middle East
Global Advisors (MEGA) in conjunction with the
Islamic Finance Council UK with key partners
including Thomson Reuters.
Supported by the Scottish government, the
GEFF 2015 is the premier ethical finance
gathering of its kind that had brought
together leading players from the responsible
investments industry on to one platform to
discuss untapped opportunities and spur
collaboration and investment opportunities
across the disconnected segments of ethical
finance.
Over 150 leaders from the Socially Responsible
Investing (SRI), Environmental, Social and
Governance (ESG) and Faith-Based Investing
sectors participated in historic discussions
on various facets of ethical finance with the
view of collectively forging the next chapter
of the industry through collaboration and
convergence.
Being the world’s number one Islamic core
banking solution provider, Path Solutions joined
the forum with its high level delegation with
keen interest to showcase its latest technology
innovations
allowing
Islamic
financial
institutions to serve their customers with total
ethical and professional confidence.
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Internal Training Sessions

The session emphasized on the technical calculation
changes when each business flag is enabled, completed
As Path Solutions has launched new software business with SQL queries to get different business values. Live
functionalities related to all Central Banks’ report activities, scenarios were run where attendees were encouraged to
the iMAL*FTR 12.8 Release now covers a huge number of actively take part.
modifications that can be used by all Central Banks and
General Overview of Assets Tables and Assets Migration
hence is not country specific.
Tool Sheets
The Corporate Academy at Path Solutions offered a series
of training sessions via WebEx to Path Solutions’ employees In order to enhance the technical knowledge of PE and PS
in Lebanon, Kuwait and India to make sure they are always teams at Path Solutions, the Corporate Academy offered
a technical training to cover iMAL*Assets Data Model
up-to-date with the latest iMAL features.
The training was given by Iman Jawad, Senior Quality introducing the main Assets tables and their dependence
Controller in the Product Engineering team on May 12, 13, with main iMAL tables. The training was given by Hanna
Khoury, Associate Manager - Product Engineering
14, 19 and 20, 2015.
Investment team on Wednesday August 5, 2015.
The course’s main objectives are:
• To compare the old and new features of the application The areas covered in this training were:
• To communicate the business side of these old and new • iMAL*Assets Data Model: Explaining the structure of the
main parametric and transactional tables and the nature
features
of data for each table showing a relation of each table with
• To expand the team business knowledge
the user interface entity and giving a business definition
• And to test the new application.
for the main screens in the module
As to the content of this course, it focused on Control • iMAL*Assets Data Model and its relation and dependence
Record, Filter Criteria, Template and Column Template, with overall iMAL Data Model
Report Excel Mapping, Template Header and Template • iMAL*Assets Migration Tool and the relevant sheets and
Process, Column Template Process, NIC Reports and NIC documents to be filled in order to fulfill a data migration
Checking, Time Bucket Details, Header Footer, Schedule for iMAL*Assets tables.
Engine, Scheduler under Report Criteria Screens, Central
Bank Parameters - Central Bank Reports, Special Reports, New Hire Induction Training
Customized Financial Statements, FCR Detailed and FCR
Summarized, Snapshot, Mismatch, Data Processing, Following the tradition, the Corporate Academy offered
Reports related to Data Processing and Reports related to a series of induction sessions to new comers to introduce
them to the work community.
Mismatch Process.
iMAL*FTR Training

iMAL*FMS Technical Training
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The Corporate Academy offered a technical training on
July 31st & August 6th covering the technical aspects
of iMAL*FMS module, allowing technical experts to
exchange their experiences and discuss technical issues.
The course was given by Vysakh Bhat, Senior Software
Engineer - Product Engineering.
The course started with the introduction of FMS business
workflow followed by a technical session clarifying specifics
such as Tables, Procedures, Triggers used in FMS module.

The New Hire Induction Training given by Elissar Saad,
Assistant Manager of the Corporate Academy on June
2nd, 2015 explained the difference between Islamic and
Conventional Finance, in addition to a quick overview of
the different iMAL modules given by other trainers, such
as:
• iMAL*SADS, iMAL*Accounting, iMAL*BatchProcessing
and iMAL*CSM given by Chafic Hleyhel on June 3, 4, 5, 6
&7
• iMAL*IslamicInvest and iMAL*FMS given by Nathalie
Geagea on June 8 & 9 and June 17

• iMAL*TradeFinance given by Mohamad Darwiche on
June 16
• iMAL*IslamicProfitCalculation given by Yamen Kiwan
on June 18.
New Release - iMAL Training Sessions
With the first batch completing knowledge sharing on the
release of the new iMAL version and its new capabilities,
group courses were given to selected staff to learn about
the new changes applied to the system. The courses
covered the following areas:
• CSM new procedures as given by Guitta Abou Gharrach
on July 15
• CSM & Reporting Data Model changes, Database Upgrade
given by Walid Bou Rashed on July 16
• Installation & Deployment on Weblogic given by Wissam
Ghantous on July 27
• Infrastructure Overview given by Ziad Chaker on July 27
• Reports Migration & Testing given by Nathalie Bekai on
July 28
• IIS/ITRS changes given by Sibi John Jacob on July 29
• Troubleshooting Web Applications given by Denisk
Haddad on July 31.
iMAL Integration with DocuWare
The DocuWare - iMAL Integration Training was given by
Nisrine Feghaly, Senior QA Engineer - QA on June 29th
and July 1st, 2015 for Beirut office employees and through
WebEx for other offices.

The training focused on the below major topics:
• Integration between DocuWare and iMAL (Trade Finance
and CSM modules)
• Parameterization (Front End & Back End) in SADS module
to activate the DocuWare functionality at the level of the
specified iMAL modules
• DMS usage in those specific iMAL modules.
Automation Testing
A training about the Automation Testing System was given
by Anna Succar from the Product Engineering team on July
9, 2015. The training objective is to provide instructions
to QA members and developers on how to use the
Automation Testing System to automatically test new
versions as part of an automated deployment process,
verify key functionalities and conduct regression testing.
The content of this course mainly focused on the following
areas:
• What is Automation Testing
• Benefits of Automation Testing
• Automation Testing Tools & Framework
• Environment Configuration
• Automated Test Cases Creation & Execution
• Continuous Integration
• Test Case Recording & Manual Scripting.
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Building Winning Teams

Professional E-Mail Writing

To be successful, teams need to have an effective leader
E-mail has revolutionized our professional lives by being
with a clear decision making ability, well-motivated and
the most common form of written communication in
interdependent members with a common mission and
the business world, and the most commonly abused.
objectives.
Employees need to take time to think through the content
of their mails and address correctly the messages that they
Path Solutions is all about people. To ensure that this is
might be sending to colleagues or to clients.
well-embedded in its corporate culture, the Corporate
Academy offered the “Building Winning Teams” miniIn this regard, the Corporate Academy offered the
seminar. Its objectives are to help those who use or
“Professional E-mail Writing” mini-seminar on May 28,
participate in teams to gain a better understanding of
2015 for employees in India, Pakistan and Kuwait offices and
how successful teams operate, so that their teamwork is
on June 19, 2015 for newly joined employees. The seminar
improved positively and their teams are more effective.
which was given by Joseph Moghabghab, VP Corporate
The training was held by Joseph Moghabghab, VP
Academy is designed to help employees to effectively and
Corporate Academy on August 6th, 2015 in Lebanon.
professionally use their e-mails and overcome frequently
known problems by stressing on the below points:
• The importance of e-mail etiquette
• The Dos and Don’ts of business e-mail writing
• How to format and manage an e-mail
• Path Solutions e-mail policy.
The mini-seminar’s objectives are summarized here below:
• Writing professional, polished, and persuasive e-mails
• Increasing readability, impact, and credibility of e-mails
• Avoiding sensitive or ambiguous e-mail information
• Earning respect from everyone contacted through e-mails
• Learning practical workplace e-mail writing skills.
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Client Training

Financial Investment Bank (FIBA) - Khartoum
A series of training workshops was conducted to FIBA
staff last August and September. Held in Path Solutions’
Lebanon R&D centre, more than 10 participants from
different departments joined the sessions to learn
about the different iMAL modules.
Group 1: August 6 till August 13
The workshop covered the below modules:
• iMAL*CSM including CIF creation, account and
chequebook creation given by Khaled Berjawi from the
PM department
• iMAL*TFA and iMAL*IIS given by Ali Houssary and
Rami El Rai from the PS department. This workshop
included an overview of the parameters setup,
creation of LC and LG types, charges, and issuance of
LC/LG, and bills for collection. While iMAL*IIS covered
the Islamic financing products, class and charges as
well as the workflow of certain products.

Group 2: August 31 till September 8
This workshop covered the below modules:
• iMAL*Assets given by Melina Tawk from the PS
department, covering parameters setup and creation of
portfolios. It also covered Sukuk, securities, shares and
fund workflows
• iMAL*Accounting given by Mahmoud Abboud from
the PS team. This session presented a business overview
of the accounting modules as well as GL creation,
account creation, trial balance, JV list, balance sheet
and income statement
• iMAL*CSM again given by Khaled Berjawi and covered
the CIF creation, account creation, chequebook and
transaction creation.
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Mr. Muhammad Nadeem Aslam
Head - Islamic Banking
Bank Muscat - Meethaq, Oman
Bank Muscat, the first and the largest commercial bank in the Sultanate of Oman sealed a deal with
Path Solutions in September 2013 for the deployment of iMAL Islamic Banking & Investment System
to support the relaunch of its new Islamic banking arm, Meethaq.
iMAL was selected after a thorough evaluation of international Islamic core banking systems and
was considered by the bank management as the best Islamic core banking system compared to
competition.
Despite some challenges faced during project implementation, Meethaq has successfully gone live
with iMAL on August 9, 2015 and is focusing now on taking the lead by offering a broad range of
innovative Sharia-based banking products and services to its customers.

• Why did Bank Muscat decide to implement a new
system?
Bank Muscat’s Meethaq, being the pioneer of Islamic
banking in Oman has always strived to be the market
leader in offering innovative products to its customers.
In order to sustain this competitive advantage, we
were looking for a platform which is made for Islamic
banking that can provide a Sharia-compliant and
robust launching pad for all of our future products, and
thus enables the bank to maintain its leading position
in the market.

• Why was iMAL chosen?
Because iMAL is the only certified core banking system
for Sharia-compliant banking operations.
• When was the contract signed?
It was signed in September 2013.
• What stage is the project at now?
iMAL system has gone live with all the functional
modules including Internet Banking for both our retail
and corporate customers. This will be the first time
that we will be offering in September both retail and
corporate portals to our customers.

• How was it selected (market research or tender)?
Selection of iMAL was a combination of both
approaches. The team did their market research on • When did the implementation begin?
the system which was ultimately closed through a It started in November 2013.
tender process.
• Tell us about the different stages of the project
• What companies/systems did you look at?
implementation:
We looked at several IT vendors including our current The project went through the usual implementation
conventional partner Temenos, in addition to other stages of analysis, design, build/parameterization,
prominent players in the industry before finally SIT, UAT and deployment. The critical elements in
selecting iMAL.
the implementation were the numerous integrations
required, but simultaneously we were implementing a
• What were the main criteria for selection?
new middleware in the bank, which required Path to route
We required a state-of-the-art Islamic core banking its online integrations through this channel. Additionally,
system incorporating the latest technology, ideally built we had existing clients and transactions that needed to
to meet our bank individual requirements of Sharia be migrated into iMAL from Temenos’s T24.
compliance, cutting costs, improving profitability,
servicing customers faster and smoothening processes.
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• Was there a lot of customization of the system?
Yes, the system was customized to fit our particular
needs in some areas, however, there were a number
of integrations that had to be developed to feed and
interact with our other peripheral systems.

• Did you find any challenges with the transition prior
to the Go Live?
Yes, but we were able to overcome all challenges we faced.

• Was the Go Live a “big bang” or phased?
The Go Live was achieved in a smooth manner with
• What functionalities does the system cover?
a “big bang” approach across all 19 branches and
The system covers Branch Automation, Islamic Profit with minimal disruption of banking services for our
Calculation & Distribution, Islamic Financing including customers, and it won’t be a parallel run of old and
Trade Finance, Islamic Treasury, Investment Banking, new systems.
Accounting, Financial Statements & Central Bank
Reporting, Delivery Channels interfaces covering ATM, • Does Path Solutions have an onsite team?
CDM, POS & Mobile Banking, Internet Banking for No, they had an onsite team during implementation
both retail and corporate customers, interfaces with only.
SWIFT, Alerts, RTGS, ACH, credit card system and other
peripheral systems.
• What advantages will the new technology bring to
Meethaq?
• What technology does the system replace?
The new technology will enable Meethaq to fulfill
iMAL replaced T24 system from Temenos that we were numerous new business requirements and customer
using for Islamic banking operations, since the same is demands. We are adopting best practices in Islamic
being used for conventional banking operations.
banking combined with a robust model that
guarantees full transparency to our customers as a
• What other systems/applications iMAL is interfaced useful complement to the sector.
to?
iMAL is integrated with multiple systems both in an • Anything else you’d like to add?
online and offline mode. Some of the online integrations All I can say is that Path Solutions’ iMAL is the best
included ATM/CDM switch, Visa/MasterCard/credit Islamic core banking system available in the market
card system, Mobile Banking, SMS/email alerts, and the Go Live was very smooth, which even surprised
ECC, SWIFT/RTGS/ACH, while the offline integrations our senior management, given our past experience of
included a host of both internal and external systems. implementing a core banking system.
18
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“

We looked at several IT vendors
including our current conventional
partner Temenos, in addition to other
prominent players in the industry
before finally selecting iMAL for
Islamic banking operations

”
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CORPORATE WAQF AS A VEHICLE FOR ISLAMIC MICROFINANCE
A PROPOSAL WORTHY OF ATTENTION
By Dr. Magda Ismail A. Mohsin

Ever since the 1970s microfinance become one of
the schemes for poverty eradication and economic
redevelopment strategies around the world. The main
objective of this microfinance scheme is to eradicate
poverty through financing the unemployed or lowincome individuals or groups whom are usually outside
the formal banking system. Later, millions of people
from different countries, including Muslim countries,
were accessing services from formal and semiformal microfinance institutions (MFIs). Suddenly,
it has become a vast global industry involving large
number of governments, financial institutions and
non-governmental organizations (NGOs) aiming to
eradicate global poverty. However, all these schemes
finance with interest which is prohibited in religion. Even
in Muslim countries almost all microfinance programs
finance through interest including the Grameen
Bank of Bangladesh which start financing with low
interest rate and ended up with high interest rate a
matter which harm the borrowers more than helping
them. This is one of the reasons which discourage
almost all Islamic banks from being engaged in any
microfinance program since on one hand they will be
criticised if they finance with interest and on the other
they don’t want to finance with zero interest and face
any risk since they are profit-oriented institutions.
The recent establishment of corporate waqf through

corporate charities shows a great success in Muslim and
Muslim minority countries, a matter which encourages
the author to propose a corporate waqf for Islamic
microfinance which can be established under the Central
Bank and get the corporate charities from all banks,
Islamic and conventional, in terms of their Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR). In this case, banks will be
involved indirectly in financing the unbankable, the poor
and the needy people with zero interest and at the same
time banks will not face any risk.
OVERVIEW OF CORPORATE WAQF
Historically speaking, waqf is a financial charitable
institution established by withholding one’s property,
immovable or movable, to eternally spend its revenue
on fulfilling the various services needed in Muslim
society, including financing with zero interest,
depending on the choice and condition made by the
founder. The recent establishment of corporate waqf,
in Turkey, India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Malaysia,
opens the door wider for more categories of founders;
individuals, corporations, institutions, companies
and organizations, to create waqf for the benefit of
the public. Following the same model of corporate
waqf, this paper is proposing the establishment of a
Corporate Waqf for Islamic Microfinance through the
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) (CW-IMF).
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ESTABLISHMENT OF CW-IMF THROUGH CSR

MODUS OPERANDI OF CW-IMF

The term Corporate Social Responsibility emerged in
the 1960s and 1970s as a high-ranking management
engaging in corporate charities. According to the
definition given by the World Bank: “Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) is the continuous commitment of
owners of commercial activities to behave ethically
in contributing to the economic development while
improving the quality of life of the workforce, their
families, the local community and their society at
large”. Currently almost all banks, including Islamic
banks, are giving part of their profit as Corporate
Social Responsibility as charities. Since financing the
unbankable people is part of improving the quality
of life of the workforce and their families, we believe
that all banks can channel their CSR to the proposed
Corporate Waqf for Islamic Microfinance and hence,
indirectly they can finance the unbankable, the poor
and the needy with zero interest and without facing any
risk. Hence, in this paper we can define the proposed
Model of Corporate Waqf for Islamic Microfinance
(CW-IMF) as follows: “Corporate Waqf for Islamic
Microfinance is the confinement of the Corporate Social
Responsibility by banks (Islamic and conventional) and
the dedication of its usufruct in perpetuity to finance
the unbankable, poor and needy people to improve
their quality of lives and their families”.

Following the establishment of Corporate Waqf in
Turkey, India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Malaysia, the
founder for this proposed Islamic Microfinance can be
the Central Bank as explained and seen in the figure
below:
• The Central Bank is the main founder that can
establish the CW-IMF as the trustee

80% for Islamic Microfinance through
qard-hassan and zero interest

• Donors/contributors for this Islamic Microfinance
model can be the Islamic banks, the conventional
banks or any other institution or corporation that can
channel its CSR on annual basis to the said trustee
• The CW-IMF in its role as a trustee collects the
accumulated CSR funds from the different donors and
invests it according to Shariah
• Profit generated from investment can be channelled
to the beneficiaries as follows:
i. 80% for Islamic Microfinance through qard-hassan
and zero interest. (Note here, even though this portion
can be given directly to the poor and needy since they
are the beneficiaries, however, the main objective
of this Islamic Microfinance model is to help these
categories of people to be active members in the
society and running their own small businesses, hence
eradicating their poverty)
ii. 10% to cover administration expenses
iii. 10% to be added to the main fund as self-finance
device in order to ensure the perpetuity element of
this program.

10% to cover administration
expenses

10% to be added to the main
fund as self-finance device

About Dr. Magda Ismail A. Mohsin
Associate Professor Magda Ismail Abdel Mohsin is currently working at INCEIF, the global university of Islamic
finance in KL, as lecturer and researcher. Prior to joining INCEIF in 2007, she was the Deputy Chief Executive
Academic in IIC. She taught many subjects in Islamic economics and Islamic finance as well as wrote many
articles in the same field. She also presented several papers and conducted trainings on waqf and zakah locally
and overseas. She is the author of two recent books on waqf and winner of two industry-related awards.
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Structure: Corporate Waqf for Microfinance

CONCLUSION
This study presents a Corporate Waqf model where it engages indirectly the banks, Islamic and conventional in financing, the previous so called unbankable people with zero interest and without putting those
banks at risk. The beauty of this microfinance model encourages Islamic as well as conventional banks to
channel part of their profit as CSR in financing indirectly the poor and the needy with zero interest, and
hence making them active members in the society. The implementation of this Corporate Waqf model will
ensure perpetual financing for the poor and needy, creating for them jobs and improving their quality of life
and thus, eradicating their poverty - A model worth paying attention to from policy makers and industry
players.
(This article is reposted from Islamic Finance News, volume 12 issue 25 published on June 24, 2015)
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Path Solutions’ India celebrates Onam
Onam is a festival of Kerala, India which is celebrated
by all religions in solidarity. It is a harvest festival and
is fêted with joy and enthusiasm all over the state.
Onam 2015 was celebrated in Infopark, Kerala on
Wednesday 26th August where 16 companies in the
campus participated in a series of events of which
some where competitive. Path Solutions won prizes
for floral carpet competition, and another competition
called Uri Adithal (pot breaking with blindfold).
In conjunction with the festivities, a football game was
conducted in Infopark where a quickly formed Path
Solutions’ team managed to reach the semi-finals.
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